
Hello the school of 

Ålidhem!

Let’s get to know 

eachother better

Source: Andersson. J m.fl
Inordnande eller utvidgande 
Om delaktighetens vilkor på fyra 
fritidsgårdar
(2010)

1. At the same time as Samia is not alowed in because of who she might meet

5.At the same time as a hug can make alot of things 

6. Aaron is rubbing his elbowe

7. At the same time as Lena feel like there is nothing in life that matter

8. the blinds of the wondow are closing to slow

9. At the same time as Amira sais no offence

10. Jon is buying more candy 

11. At the same time as Aden steps up as defence 

13. At the same time as Adam wonders who it’s gonna be

17. At the same time Sannah is 
sneaking of to wrestlingclass

21. At the same time as the girls practice their routine

22. Dan wishes for more space to work

23. At the same time as Li can’t wait to become a teen 

25. At the same time as the oven is heating up 

26. Ade is reaching for the flour

27. At the same time as Mall is planning next weeks fotballcup 

28. Amira is wondering if she can get away with staing one more hour

18. her friend is promissed to an older man

19. At the same time as young girls 
are thought to shake thier ass 

20. Seb shouts ‘you guys suck’ and ‘I can’ 

14. L isa says ‘get out of here’ in a shaky voice

15. At  the same time as Malik asks can you please 

16. Erik can no longer here the sourounding noice

12. Laila got some tips on her homework that might com in handy 

2. Anna can’t wait to go again
3. At the same time as some head out to sell on the streets

4. boys are somehow trying to become men
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Third edition (2010)

GROWING UP
The youthcenter as a suppotive system

UMA3
Studio 3

Emma Lysholm
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Evaluating possiblie sites and 
deciding on proposing a new 
building for the youthcenter 

near the school

Comersial center 
of Ålidhem

When seeing the the 
youthcenter as a place of support, 

engagement and empowerment it can 
be understood as a social support 

system. 

Children and all social actors need to 
be part of different communites and 

have access to different types of stable 
routines in order to handle the 

complexities of everyday life. The 
youthcenter, in its function, plan and 

activity can without a doubt 
become one of these. The program of 

the Swedish youth center often revolves 
around words like a meaningful leisure 

time, democracy and 
participation. In these pracitces the 
goal often lies in the potential of 

enahancing productive 
relationships and meaningful activites. 
When introducing the youthcenter as 
an active part of the local comunity  
it has the potential of opening up to 
more users, increase the understaning 
of the program and, through this, help 

the empowerment of its youths.
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